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Index Retrospective International Bibliography of Art It is a successor database to the Bibliography of the History of Art. Art: reference sources - The British Library CIVA Recommends is a bibliography featuring books and articles related to art and faith. Dictionary of Christian Art. Cambridge, UK: Lutterworth Press, 1995 The text is composed of over 125 primary sources including the writings of Electronic Resources: Art History Program in Medieval Studies at. 28 Jun 2018. Visual Arts: Iconography Resources buddhist art and symbolism catholic church and art christian art and Bibliography of the History of Art. Christians of the Middle East: A Select Bibliography - Holy Land. Christianity and the Arts in Russia. New York Cambridge University Press, 1991. 172p. 111. 14.00. 23041. Zajc, Baldomir, Marko Tkaleie. Computer as a Tool. reference sources - Concordia University The following bibliographies were compiled as part of a workshop at an Art. expert and novice with an overview of the principal hardcopy and electronic resources. and to ARLIS for allowing the Index of Christian Art to host their research. Early Christian Art - Art History - Oxford Bibliographies The Early Church in Late Antiquity: A Select Introductory Bibliography. doctrine are found in the many forms of Christian art and architecture from this period. offers the student a listing of some of the seminal primary and secondary sources. Iconography Resources - Visual Arts - LibGuides at University of. 26 Feb 2018. Good overview of art and architecture in the Renaissance. Use these resources to understand the classical and Christian Bibliographies. Saints and Relics Bibliography Discover librarian-selected research resources on Christian Art from the Questia online library, including full-text online books, academic journals, magazines.